Wireless Data plan in Japan

**T-Mobile**
Students that have T-Mobile as their carrier in the US will automatically receive 3G/4G data in Japan without additional charge.

**Data only service (for unlocked-phone only) – 2000~3600 yen + tax**
B-mobile’s wireless data only SIM card allows your smartphone to get access to wireless data with a monthly charge from 2000 yen to 3500 yen. If you do not wish to get a number while study abroad but need data plan for your smartphone applications (ex: Google Maps, Facebook, Line, Whatsapp and etc.), then getting this sim card from B-mobile is an option for you to receive 3G/4G network in Japan.

Students may also purchase a SIM card once they have moved into the dorms by taking the JR Line to Yokohama, and buying a SIM card on the first floor of Bic Camera (also Yodobashi Camera). Students can make a one-time purchase of up to 3GB with the option to purchase more data from their phones at any time by following instructions located on the brochure that comes with the SIM card. Prices vary depending on how much data and how long the SIM card with be active. Both regular and micro/nano-sim cards can be bought here, but you must switch the SIM cards and set up an account yourself, which is outlined in the brochure (an English and Japanese brochure is provided).

**For Nano SIM card devices**
B-mobile 3GB limited: [http://www.bmobile.ne.jp/l_3gb/plan.html](http://www.bmobile.ne.jp/l_3gb/plan.html) (3686 yen + tax)
B-mobile 1GB limited: [http://www.bmobile.ne.jp/l_1gb/index.html](http://www.bmobile.ne.jp/l_1gb/index.html) (3315 yen + tax)

Keep in mind that these SIM card only work with unlocked GSM smartphone, for example, Verizon’s phone (CDMA) or AT&T’s locked phone would not be able to use this plan. These SIM cards work on every unlocked iPhone but it does not guarantee to work on every unlocked smartphone; please check the website below before purchasing the service.
Phone List: [http://www.bmobile.ne.jp/devices/devices.html](http://www.bmobile.ne.jp/devices/devices.html)

**Pocket Wifi 250-300yen/day**
Students may also purchase their own pocket wifi. Pocket wifi is a small mobile device you carry around that acts as a hotspot for your phone to connect to. Deals can be purchased that charge on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis, and will come with a heavy fee for terminating your contract early.
Below is an English friendly vendor that allows you a 60 or 90-day plan. It comes with a return envelope that you can put in any mailbox when your plan ends. Prices vary depending on vendor, so students are encouraged to do further research if they desire a pocket wifi.
[http://rental.cdjapan.co.jp/index_en_jpy_11.html](http://rental.cdjapan.co.jp/index_en_jpy_11.html)
**Bic Camera**

Address: 神奈川県横浜市 ビックカメラ横浜西口店  
(Copy and paste text to google maps for directions)  
Located near the station, right after you cross over the bridge.

**Yodobashi Camera**

Address: 神奈川県横浜市西区北幸 1-2-7  
ヨドバシカメラマルチメディア横浜

**B-mobile u300 SIM Card**

[Image of B-mobile u300 SIM Card]

Click here to purchase

For Regular Size SIM Card  
Micro Size SIM Card
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